
Volcano

Brooke Candy

I feel it, the heat is rising
I'm ready to go

My heart rushes when we're united
Hot like a volcano

I feel it, I feel it coming
All the molten lava

My body don't ache for nothing
I'm about to blowMaxin' out one hundred degrees and I'm

'Bout to blow not talking about trees and I'm
Burnin' up and no I'm not seasonal

Got a feelin' you might be the reason I
Got hotter, need some water

Sippin', drippin', like I oughta
Tip it back and sip the java

Lick your lips and taste my lava
Cross the room and we locked eyes that's when

My body heat started to rise and I
Saw heart sparks cover the skies it's like

Red stars on fourth of July
I felt my heart beat faster
Yup, like natural disaster

I'mma slay the beast, my master
No names I can't even ask yaI feel it, the heat is rising

I'm ready to go
My heart rushes when we're united

Hot like a volcano
I feel it, I feel it coming

All the molten lava
My body don't ache for nothing

I'm about to blow
Feel the rush when we're together it's like

Hot sweat got stuck to leather and I
Feel free, like light as a feather so I
Stay hot no matter the weather and I

Explosion, feel the motion
Take a dip, swim in my ocean
Lotion up and get the notion

Lick your lips and taste my potionMy heart race started to double and I
Felt myself boil and bubble cause I

Knew you were lookin' for trouble and I
Broke down till I'm nothing but bubbling I

Feel sexy who gonna check me
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Miss me but you never met me
Let me act while you direct me

This volcano up and wrecked meBurn up, burn up
Now I turn up, turn up

That's your turn on, turn on
Let go, go

It's inferno, inferno
You could learn how, learn how

That's your turn on, turn on
Now blow, blow

Watch me erupt, erupt
Give it to me baby don't stop, stop

I'mma pick it up and then drop, drop
Molten lava rising to the top, haI feel it, the heat is rising

I'm ready to go
My heart rushes when we're united

Hot like a volcano
I feel it, I feel it coming

All the molten lava
My body don't ache for nothing

I'm about to blowI feel it, the heat is rising
I'm ready to go

My body don't ache for nothing
I'm about to blow
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